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Lesson Seven 
 
 
Layer Seven (the final layer): Ground your readers  
 
This final layer of understanding how to effectively write Deep POV is about bringing the elements 
together through grounding your readers in scenes effectively.   
 
It’s important that we ground our readers in a scene and in a character’s perspective. When I talk 
about “grounding” I mean working in the sensory details that answers the 3 W’s: when, where, who.  
 
When – What is the time of the scene? I don’t mean, “10pm on Tuesday.” I mean, when in the 
story are we? What’s happened thus far? How much time has passed? Is this present day or a 
flashback? Is this the start of the story, mid-way through, or end? Did new information just shake 
things and the character is reeling from that?  
 
Where – Where are we? Explore the setting using sensory details. Don’t describe the scene like an 
author would, describe it as the character would. We talked about this in a past lesson—it’s 
important that we set the stage from the character’s perspective. What aspects of the setting do they 
notice, feel, see, hear, smell, and think about? Are they familiar with this place or is it new to them? 
What connections do they have to the place? And don’t forget that “where” can also apply to their 
mentality—where is their head right now? Where are they mentally/internally?  
 
Who – Who are we? This means, who are your readers “becoming” in this scene. If you have only 
one POV character in your book, this will also be an easy answer because readers know the story 
will only be through that one character’s eyes only. (Side note: this is why it’s always recommended 
to bring new POV characters in ASAP in a story, because if you wait too long to introduce a new 
POV, the readers will be jarred and confused). But if you have multiple POV characters, we need to 
know who is starting the scene—whose perspective readers are experiencing everything through.  
 
So when should the three W’s be answered? 
 
Immediately.  
 
AKA: the first 1-3 lines of EVERY new scene and chapter. 
 
But wait…that’s a lot of information to convey at once. How can we do that so fast?  
 
Answer: You learn. It’s not easy, but it’s doable with practice. This is also why we’ve been diving 
through six other layers before reaching this stage. The better you know your character, what they 
notice/hear/smell/experience, the easier it is to immediately bring them into new scenes every 
single time.  
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Take this passage, for instance:  
 

The man paced by the open window of his office. Iron bars covered the outside of the 
windows. He assumed it was to keep people out—and in. The office was hot, the air was 
hot, the tension in the room was hot. But he needed the breeze, as sticky as it was.  

 
Can you easily answer the three W’s here?  
 
Do you know who you are following? Do you care to find out, or are you already mentally pulling 
away from the story?  
 
Do you feel unsure of details?  
 
Now, consider this version:  
 

Special Agent Landon Thomas paced by the open window of his first floor office. Iron bars 
covered the outside of the windows because God forbid someone was dumb enough to 
attempt to break into the FBI field office. But he desperately needed the air—sticky as it 
was. Humidity clung to his dress shirt, forming sweat patches across the cuff rolls at his 
forearms and the band of his pants. Or was that the tension that had been building for the 
last three days?  

 
Can you picture this character?  
 
Do you already feel like you know them? 
 
Are you following what’s happening?  
 
Or, let’s look at this passage:  
 

A woman quickly walked up to a teller booth, wearing navy blue Keds with dirty laces. She 
should have worn something more business-like. She’d driven outside of town for this bank, 
worried she might be recognized at a closer one.  

 
How do you feel reading this passage? Connected? Interested? Do you have a strong grasp on Who 
we are with, Where we are, and When in the story?  
 
Now, take this version:  
 

Eliza Manningport walked up to the teller booth, wishing she had taken an extra moment to 
put on her nude pumps so the clack of heels on the hardwood floors would prove she meant 
business. Details mattered. She knew that better than most. Instead she had thrown on her 
navy blue Keds with the dirty laces. Flexibility was her crutch.  

She’d driven twenty-five minutes outside of town for this bank. The one near home 
was too…familiar. 

 
What changed for you as you read this version?  
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Here are a couple more successful examples of first lines that set the stage for the reader (this time 
of published work, :P): 
 
Here’s an example pulled from the first lines of Christie Ridgway’s book Take My Breath 
Away:  
 

Poppy Walker just wanted something good to come from the next ten days. The next ten 
days, the first ten in March, when she had to do without the company of the only man she’d 
ever love. Earlier that morning, she’d worn her game face as she’d waved goodbye to her 
five-year-old-son.  

 
And here’s an example pulled from the first lines of Lori Wilde’s book I’ll Be Home for 
Christmas:  
 

Runaway law student Gabrielle Preston stared out the large plate glass window of Perks 
coffee shop, watching the bustling holiday activity going on across the street at the Twilight, 
Texas, town square, and finally took a deep breath.  

 
Grounding readers in the details of a scene—through a character’s POV—is rewarding for your 
readers. Imagine being a reader and trying to determine who you are supposed to care about in the 
first page—the page that convinces you to read more of the book. You might consider giving up. So 
the more readers know upfront, the better.  
 
When we layer all 7 elements of Deep POV together, we have scenes that fully insert readers into a 
character’s POV without any effort at all. Readers don’t even notice it’s happening. Now that’s a 
case of some impressive authoring.  
 
Bonus: if your grounding abilities can also showcase the vibe/tone of your story, even 
better! We want the tone of the novel to match the genre and direction of the story. 
 
Tips for more than one POV character:  
 
If you write Dual-POV, there is almost no need to title scenes or chapters in that character’s POV. I 
know this is a trick some writers use, but I would reserve it for more than two POV characters. In 
dual-POV, the very first line of any new scene/chapter should be obvious whose scene it is. Not the 
second line or third, but the very first. We need to know exactly who we are following/that we’ve 
switched POVs and this is the most effective way to do this for your readers. Never leave your 
readers space to question whose POV there are in. If you have left room for your readers to 
question this and you claim to be writing deep POV, new flash: it’s no longer deep.  
 
This note still applies if you write more than two POVs, even if you title each chapter with the POV 
character’s name. Titling a chapter with a name does not dismiss you from the duty of making it 
clear who is telling the story in the first line of any new scene. Readers might not even pay attention 
to the heading. And if your characters sound the same, readers will be confused no matter what. 
Make sure the first line in every new scene grounds your reader in the 3 W’s. Who, when, where.  
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And as always, remember in Deep POV that the key is how the character conveys this grounding 
information, not the author.  
 

 

 
  
Homework 
 
For your homework, I want you to complete the OPTION that matches your WIP: 
 
(I encourage you to do this for every scene in your work, but for your homework, I’ll just require it 
for a few scenes.) 
 
Option A: If you have only ONE character POV/narrator throughout the book.   
 

1. Comb through the first three scenes of your WIP and paste the first three lines of those 
scenes into your homework response.  

2. Are the 3 W’s answered?  
a. If not, show us how you’d revise those first 1-3 lines in order to do so.  

 
Option B: If you have dual-POVs.  
 

1. Comb through the first two scenes of each POV character and paste the first three lines of 
those scenes into your homework response.  

2. Are the 3 W’s answered? 
a. If not, show us how you’d revise those first 1-3 lines in order to do so.  

 
Option C: If you have three or more POVs. 
 

1. Comb through the first scene of every POV character and paste the first three lines of those 
scenes into your homework response.   

2. Are the 3 W’s answered?  
a. If not, show us how you’d revise those first 1-3 lines in order to do so.  

 
 
 
  


